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Down a whopping five million yen, Mary is sent flying into debt, her pride as a gambler in shambles. As she mentally resigns herself to housepet-dom, a ray of hope shines through the tunnel in the form of Juraku's collared pet and Mary-hater, Mikura Sado! Together, the odd
duo must join hands to defeat the ultimate dream team-the Ougatou sisters. Does Mary still have what it takes to become a winner?!
'" Nakamura has fallen in love-at-first-sight with one of his classmates, Hirose–but there''s a problem: they haven''t actually met yet...and Nakamura is a total klutz who might bungle things before they even begin! "'
A lonely monster, dwelling in seclusion in the forest, wishes she could live among humans despite her frightening appearance. Everything changes when she meets a blind human girl who loves the stories her mysterious forest friend tells her. As the monster and the girl grow
closer in their secluded world, their love proves that beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
A critically-acclaimed yuri manga series! Kase-san and Bento is the second release from Hiromi Takashima’s ongoing yuri series about a high school romance between the clumsy, flower-adoring Yamada and the exuberant Kase-san, the school’s track and field star. Yamada may be
shy and rather clumsy, but the flower gardens at her school have always brought her happiness. Suddenly, a different sort of beauty catches her eye—the vivacious track star Kase-san. Although the two girls don’t seem to have much in common, they soon start a romance where
each must learn an important lesson in tending their budding relationship. Can the two girls, so different from each other, learn how to make their first love blossom?
Syrup: A Yuri Anthology
Whispered Words Volume 1
NTR: Netsuzou Trap Vol. 5
NTR: Netsuzou Trap Vol. 4
After Hours, Vol. 1
'" Morimoto, a young professional woman in Japan, wishes her parents would stop trying to get her to marry a man and settle down. In an unexpected move, her friend from high school offers to be her wife in a sham marriage, to make Morimoto''s parents back off. But this "fake" marriage could unearth something very real! "'
Kindred Spirits on the Roof is a yuri manga omnibus based on a bestselling visual novel game of the same title. The story follows multiple schoolgirl romances--with some ghostly interference! Two friendly spirits inhabit the rooftop of an all-girls' school and, inspired by their own feelings of unrequited love for each other, try to make more yuri couples
among the living students. The Kindred Spirits on the Roof game has been localized into English by MangaGamer and is available for download on the popular digital game platform, Steam. Kindred Spirits on the Roof , the manga, features adorable artwork, charming love stories, and unforgettable characters that are spun-off directly from the digital
game. This omnibus contains the complete two-volume manga series, along with multiple full-color inserts, and will be adored by fans of such titles as Girl Friends and Strawberry Panic . Mako and Shiori have been best friends since they were children, but when Mako suddenly confesses her love to Shiori, all Shiori can do is run away! One year later,
Shiori sees Mako and decides she wants to rekindle their friendship. Can the two girls go back to their relationship the way it was before, or are they ready for it to evolve into something else? Meanwhile, fellow student Hase Chiharu loves seeing yuri romance play out. For that reason, she becomes enamored by two senior classmates, Natsuki and Rika, a
power couple in the school's Quiz Show Club. When Chiharu joins the club so she can be closer to them, she meets the adorable Tokino. Tokino can't take her eyes off their beautiful upper classmates either, and as Chiharu and Tokino observe the couple together, their own sweet relationship begins!
Yuma said she wants to "practice" some more with Hotaru--but is that all she wants from her friend? Does Hotaru want anything to do with her? Entrance exams loom closer, yet Yuma is finding it harder to focus as her secret relationship gets more complicated than ever!
Kase-san and Morning Glory is the debut release of Hiromi Takashima's ongoing yuri series about the first love, high school romance between the clumsy, flower-adoring Yamada and the exuberant Kase-san, the school's track and field star. This multi-volume yuri manga series consists of standalone volumes that can be read in any order, making this the
perfect edition for oneshot readers and series collectors alike. Yamada may be shy and rather clumsy, but the flower gardens at her school have always brought her happiness. Suddenly, a different sort of beauty catches her eye--the vivacious track star, Kase-san. Although the two girls don't seem to have much in common, they soon start a romance where
each must learn an important lesson in tending their budding relationship. Can the two girls, so different from each other, learn how to make their first love blossom?
Beauty and the Beast Girl
Whitefriars Glass
The Armor Trap
The Elder Sister-Like One, Vol. 4
Days of Love at Seagull Villa Vol. 2
'" Life isn''t going so hot for Yuma after her break-up with Takeda. But things only get worse when Fujiwara snaps and intimate shot of her and Hotaru... and then asks to join in! To top it all off, Yuma finds out that Hotaru has a big secret she''s been hiding! Can Yuma handle the truth when it is finally revealed? Or will she run away? "'
A touching yuri romance about two women building a life together in rural Japan, by the bestselling creator of I Married My Best Friend to Shut My Parents Up! When Mayumi’s fiancé leaves her for another women, she decides to start a new life out in the countryside. But country living isn’t as peaceful as she thought it would be—her landlord, Rin, is loud, bossy, and always up in Mayumi’s business. But
Mayumi soon sees that there’s a lot going on under Rin’s brash exterior: Rin is raising a young child on her own after experiencing a major tragedy. As the two women come to rely on each other, their relationship starts to grow into something complicated.
This risqué collection of yuri short romances features beautiful twins in love with third parties and one another. Each of these eight short erotic manga features a pair of twins. Sometimes they're identical, sometimes they're fraternal. Sometimes they play with others, sometimes they only have eyes for each other. Every story puts a different twist on the concept, with lush art in a variety of styles to explore
one of erotica's forbidden fantasies.
MY VAMPIRE ROOMMATE An oddball group of friends has come together around Endo Yasuko, a beautiful high schooler who just so happens to be a vampire! Her long, unliving history is starting to catch up to her: figures from her past are popping up at school, and not all of them are friendly. With girls mysteriously vanishing in gloomy Yomai town, Yasuko will do whatever it takes to protect the
one friend she cares about most: her roommate Shizue, her main food supply (and maybe her main squeeze)! Don't miss the final volume of this quirky yuri comedy!
Get The Key To My Heart (Yaoi Manga)
The Testament of Sister New Devil STORM!
Mermaid Boys
Kindred Spirits on the Roof: The Complete Collection
Hatsu*Haru
The mermaid prince is super-popular with all the girls lining up to be his bride. But the one he falls in love with...has legs!
CAUGHT IN THE ACT! Takeda catches Hotaru and Yuma together in a compromising situation, but he’s not exactly sure what it is he saw them doing. He’s not the only one who is confused. Yuma feels like Hotaru is just leading her on and yet she still can’t stop thinking about her friend. Will an overnight trip to the
beach clear the air or make things even messier?
Mei and Yuzu are two stepsisters that have fallen in love and must keep their relationship secret from their friends and family. But Mei has a secret of her own: her grandfather has arranged a marriage for her and the wedding is fast approaching. Will Mei follow her family's plan, or will she stay by Yuzu's side?
Haru has been taken captive by Chiyo, and her only hope of escape lies with Yuu and his desperate pleas on her behalf! His persistence pays off, as Chiyo eventually relents, but when Haru decides to stick around, Chiyo's none too pleased with her constant presence in the house. With two demonic "big sisters" to take
care of him now, Yuu may have bitten off more than he can chew!
NTR: Netsuzou Trap Vol. 3
Days of Love at Seagull Villa Vol. 1
Kase-san and Bento
Kase-san and Morning Glory
James Powell & Sons of London
Ritsu is willing to do anything for her best friend Ichika, including the intimate act of cleaning her ears. But when Ichika starts dating a boy, Ritsu realizes that she wants to be more than friends. Will Ichika push her away when Ritsu reveals her innermost feelings?
Koyuki and Konatsu, each lonely in her own way, are the only two members of the Nanahama High School Aquarium Club. As they spend time together, they discover that they are increasingly drawn to each other. When they go to the town summer festival together, Konatsu is finally able to ask why Koyuki spoke to her that first day at the aquarium open house. But Koyuki
doesn’t have an easy answer, and her stumbling reply makes the mood uncomfortable. Will this new awkwardness force a distance between them? -- VIZ Media
Yuzu is pumped to go on a summer trip with her friends but she also wants to spend time alone with Mei. As Mei and Yuzu try and find an excuse to slip away from the main group, their friends start to suspect that there's something going on between the two step-sisters.
In order to live up to her family's high expectations, Mei decides to leave Yuzu and accept an arranged marriage. Though Yuzu is heartbroken, she tries to give Mei space. But when some old friends reappear, the two step-sisters are drawn together once more!
Citrus Vol. 8
Volume 1
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily Life Vol. 1
Go For It, Nakamura!!
Bloom Into You Vol. 6

Playboy Kai knows his way around girls' hearts, but when he has a run-in with tomboy Riko, he may be in for more than he bargained for! Riko clearly doesn't fit Kai's usual type of girl: she's short-tempered, scary, and can (has) easily beat him up. There's no way a rough and tumble girl like Riko is capable of a delicate feeling as love! So imagine his surprise when he
finds out about her secret, one-sided crush... But it's none of his concern, right?
A yuri tale like no other, now a New York Times manga best seller! Yuzu and Mei may be step-sisters, but that's about all the two girls have in common. Yuzu is an outgoing girly-girl who cares more about fashion than school work, while Mei is the serious student council president. Yet despite their differences, or perhaps because of them, the two girls find themselves
drawn to each other... Mei has been running herself ragged trying to oversee the school, and Yuzu is worried about her. When Mei's dad comes home from a business trip, however, it looks like the cavalry has arrived. Unfortunately, his presence opens up old wounds between father and daughter, and Yuzu finds herself caught in the middle. Will Yuzu put aside her
feelings for Mei to help fix this family feud?
'" A can of mackerel leads to an unlikely bond between Saten and Frenda – and good thing too, because someone''s out to kidnap Saten! Frenda is sure she can save her without breaking a sweat…at least, until the sniper Yumiya Rakko is sent to finish the job. "'
Demonic step-sisters vie for power and pleasure in this sexy, supernatural comedy spin-off! High school student Toujo Basara’s life has taken a turn for the strange. When his father remarries, a step parent isn’t Basara’s only new family member—he also gets two step-sisters... drop-dead gorgeous step sisters, who also happen to be members of a demon clan. Mio
Naruse is a Demon Lord and Mario Naruse her succubus servant. Chaos and passionate antics ensue as Basara gets acquainted with his new demonic siblings, trying to protect them from dangerous demon rivals and struggling to keep up with their lusty, devilish appetites.
Hungry for You: Endo Yasuko Stalks the Night
Transparent Light Blue
Citrus Vol. 9
Citrus Vol. 10
Days of Love at Seagull Villa Vol. 3
For fans of Girl Friends and Strawberry Panic comes a breathtaking new yuri series! Aihara Yuzu, a high school girl whose main interests are fashion, friends, and having fun, is about to get a reality check. Due to her mom's remarriage, Yuzu has transferred to a new, all-girls school that is extremely strict. Her real education is about to begin. From day one, happy-golucky Yuzu makes enemies, namely the beautiful yet stern student council president Mei. So what happens when a dejected Yuzu returns home and discovers the shock of her life: that Mei is actually her new step-sister who has come to live with her? Even more surprising, when Mei catches Yuzu off guard and kisses her out of the blue, what does it all mean?
HOW SWEET IT IS! A beautiful new yuri anthology about women in love, featuring stories by some of the hottest names in manga! This short story collection explores the many different ways these women navigate their love for each other while dealing with the ups and downs of a working life–stories that are all too often overlooked but are yearning to be told!
TROUBLE IN PARADISE After her life fell apart, Mayumi decided to ditch the city and live in the countryside. While things haven’t always gone smoothly between her and her boisterous landlady, Mayumi and Rin have grown close and even shared a kiss or two. But now a figure from Mayumi’s past has arrived at Seagull Villa: the same “friend” that ruined Mayumi’s life
in the first place. Will Mayumi lose Rin the same way she’s lost everything else?
When millionaire industrialist and scientist Tony Stark is kidnapped, his corporation turns to Stark's best friend, War Machine, to fulfill the ransom before Stark is forced to make a war suit for his crazed captor. Original.
If I Could Reach You 5
A Certain Scientific Railgun Vol. 12
A Tropical Fish Yearns for Snow, Vol. 3
Kakegurui Twin, Vol. 6

A touching yuri romance about two women building a life together in rural Japan, by the bestselling creator of I Married My Best Friend to Shut My Parents Up When Mayumi's fianc e leaves her for another woman, Mayumi impulsively decides to move away and start over again by
the seaside. Once there she meets Rin, a tough but kind single mother who runs the housing complex Seagull Villa. While the two women might not have a lot in common, they're drawn to each other, and the relationship growing between them is deeper than they expected. Sail
away on this tale of romance by the sea
Full of beating hearts and fluttering feelings, this anthology of girls' love stories will leave you breathless. With contributors like Canno (Kiss and White Lily for My Dearest Girl), Sakuya Amano (Gosick), and Nio Nakatani (Bloom into You), this collection is sure to
satisfy the desire for a sweet love story (or sixteen!).
SHOWDOWN! Everything's on the line--Basara and his allies charge headlong into battle against their deadliest enemies yet. Zest brings her full might to bear against them, but even she pales in comparison to the threat waiting in the wings: The dread demon Zolgia! Against
a foe so strong, has Basara met his match? He'll need everything in his arsenal to make it out of this one alive!
'" Takeda catches Hotaru and Yuma together in a compromising situation, but he''s not exactly sure what it is he saw them doing. He''s not the only one who is confused. Yuma feels like Hotaru is just leading her on and yet she still can''t stop thinking about her friend.
Will an overnight trip to the beach clear the air or make things even messier? "'
The Testament of Sister New Devil
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Iron Man
A Girls' Love Anthology That Resonates in Your Heart
NTR - Netsuzou Trap
Éclair
After leaving her otherworldly home in search of her fellow dragon, Tohru, young Kanna found herself unofficially adopted by Tohru and her human companion, Miss Kobayashi. From attending elementary school to making new friends, Kanna learns to adjust to the human world with the curiosity and cuteness that only a
little dragon can have!
Uta has been trying to move on from her crush on Kaoru, but it hasn’t been easy. Things only get more complicated when, acting on some advice from a friend, Kaoru decides to have a heart-to-heart with Uta… But this might be Uta’s last chance to get through to her. Meanwhile, Chloe finds she’s thinking harder than
ever about what Miyabi means to her, and what she wants the two of them to be.
Whispered Words is the story of two high school girls, Sumika and Ushio. One is in love with the other, but unable to confess. Both of them prefer girls, but Ushio likes cute and petite types while Sumika prefers the athletic outgoing girls. To complicate things, a cross dressing boy, Masaki, is in love with Sumika.
What ever will happen to this mixed-up bizarre love triangle mess?
The club is hopping and Emi isn’t...so she ends up hiding in a corner after her friend ditches her to flirt with a guy! Emi figures the night is a bust, but then someone amazing comes to her rescue. Kei is a DJ, and her effortless self-confidence captivates Emi. Is this just a wonderful night out or the start of the
rest of her life? -- VIZ Media
Double Your Pleasure - a Twin Yuri Anthology
Miss Kobayashi's Dragon Maid: Kanna's Daily Life Vol. 3
I Married My Best Friend to Shut My Parents Up
Citrus

Average looks, average skills. That’s me, Tarou Suzuki. My extreme ordinariness has been something I’ve been worrying about my whole life. But one day, and extremely beautiful, but drunk man showed up at my door-step!!! The moment he saw me, he burst into tears, claiming that I "looked like his ex-lover", and
tried to kiss me… A few days later, that same beautiful man also showed up at my new workplace! His name is Ryouta Shiga. Will my meeting with Shiga prove to be something life-changing?!
NTR - Netsuzou TrapSeven Seas
Kanna's summer is full of fun in the sun and plenty of new things to discover! First, she tries to soak up some rays and get a tan, but it's not long before she and her friends are trying to find the best way to cool off. Is ice cream the answer? Watermelon? Finding a solution might not be so simple for a houseful of
dragons!
'" The student council play has finally begun! Who will Touko''s character choose to be at the end? And how will Touko herself feel when the play is over and her dearest wish has been realized? "'
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